
English Writing Tasks

Describe the picture overleaf using the symbols provided.

Write complete sentences to describe the picture. You may use

the headings given, as a guide.

Write a story using the picture as inspiration. Use 'sense'

words to help you describe what is happening but do NOT

write a list (e.g. I can see..., I can hear..., etc.)

Choose a task from the list below. You should choose one that is

challenging but not too hard for you.



who is doing what? where?



The dog are resting a child opposite each other.

The man is standing beautifully on his shoulders.

People is playing beside the man beside the path.

The rabbit is carrying a guitar on the bench.

Flowers is hopping up and down on the grass.

A man are planted on the benches on a tree.

who is doing what? where?



Students attempting tasks 2 or 3 should try to include the following prepositions*

and conjunctions* in their writing.

(*Look up these words in a dictionary to find out what they mean!)



English Reading Tasks

(Parents/carers) Take a photograph of your child 'in the moment' when reading or

sharing a book. The photo should aim to capture their enjoyment of the book.

With help from an adult, if needed, create a Reading Corner somewhere in your

house.

Read a book of your choice, with help if necessary, and show an adult your understanding by

answering as many Blank-level questions as possible (see the next page for question stems).

Read a current story from a newspaper or news website (e.g. Channel 4 News;

BBC News) and tell someone in your family what it was about.

Before starting a new book, read the blurb at the back. What prediction(s) can you make about the book? For example,

what will the main character be like? What will happen in the story? How will it end?




